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Aims of this revision sheet:

• Learning useful definitions for your exam.

• Learning how to calculate altitude of celestial objects.

• Learning how to calculate local sidereal time.

• Becoming familiar with exam style questions.
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Culmination Of The Stars

In this section we learn the method for calculating the altitude of the culmination
point of a star given our latitude and the stars declination.

Declination

Declination is the (angular) distance of a point north or south of the celestial equator.

Altitude Of a Star

The altitude of a celestial object is how many degrees above the observers horizon it is.

What Does Local Meridian Mean?

An observers local meridian is the great circle passing through the celestial poles and
the observers zenith. As shown in the diagram below.

Figure 1: By Tfr000 (talk) 16:56, 18 June 2012 (UTC) - Own work, CC BY-SA 3.0, https:
//commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=19946618
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Circumpolar Stars

A circumpolar star never sets below horizon due to its proximity to a celestial pole.

• A star is circumpolar in the northern hemisphere if observers latitude + stars
declination > 90.

• The altitude of Polaris is always equal to the observers latitude.

Culmination

Culmination is the movement of a celestial object across the observers local meridian.

Upper culmination is the maximum altitude an object reaches during its transit
across the local meridian.

Lower culmination is the minimum altitude an object reaches during its transit
across the local meridian.

Upper Culmination

The formula for the altitude is:

Altitude = 90 - latitude + declination

Finding Local Sidereal Time

In this section we learn the method for calculating the local sidereal time if we know
which star or stars or on the horizon and their right ascension.

Vernal Equinox

Vernal equinox on the celestial sphere is the point where the celestial equator and the
ecliptic intersect as shown in the diagram below in figure 2.
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Figure 2: Image courtesy of http://www.physics.csbsju.edu/astro/sky/sky.09.html

Right Ascension

The right ascension of a star is the distance east of the First Point of Aries, measured
along the celestial equator and expressed in hours, minutes, and seconds.

Local Sidereal Time

Sidereal time is time as measured by the apparent motion about the Earth of the
distant, so-called fixed, stars.

Local Sidereal Time = Right Ascension of a star on the meridian.

Zero Sidereal Time

Zero sidereal time is when the vernal equinox is on the meridian.

Finding Greenwich Sidereal Time

In this section we learn the method for calculating the altitude of a star given our
latitude and the stars declination.
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Greenwich Sidereal Time

Greenwich sidereal time is given by the formula

Greenwich Sidereal Time = Local sidereal time ± observers longitude.

• + if the observer is West of Greenwich.

• - if the observer is East of Greenwich.

Examples

In this section we look at some exam style questions.

Sample Paper Question

See page 28 of this link for a sample exam question and page 51 for the solution.
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